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battle game from wizards of the Coast's Star Wars Miniatures line. It was released in November 2006. Each expansion pack contains 7 random thumbnails and their corresponding stat cards. Home Set The Start Set contains: 8 random miniature ships 2 exclusive thumbnails: the Executor and the Viscount Color Statistics Cards A double-view map fully illustrates C (Coruscant and Tatooine's outer space) A
20-sided dice Manual 2 Fleet Commander Cards Command and Damage Counters List Rarity is denoted as follows : Common (C), Uncommon (U), Rare (R) Luminous Side Class 1 Star Defender Mon Calamari Vizconde (R) Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Dark Side Class 1 Super Destructktor Star Executor (R) Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 External Links *Note: Some of the links are affiliate, meaning that, at no
additional cost to you, Fandom will earn a si haces clic y realizas una subscripción. El contenido de la comunidad está disponible bajo CC-BY-SA a menos que se indique lo contrario. Imagen not disponible delColor: Star Wars Miniatures STARSHIP BATTLES All items in our inventory have been checked, very rigorously graded, and baed in order to protect it. SW shrink-wrapped. Still in the original factory
shrink film, the condition can be seen in the shrinkage noted. For example, SW (NM) means that the shrink is wrapped in a near-mint state. NM Near Mint. As new, only the slightest wear, often indistinguishable from the Mint element. Close to perfect, very collectible. Board &amp; war games in this condition will show very little to no wear and are considered to be punched unless the condition note says
unpunched. EX Excellent. It's lightly used, but it's almost like the new one. It may show very small spinal creases or slight heel wear. No tears, no clues, a collectible condition. VG Very good. Good. There may be medium-sized creases, heel dings, minor tears or abrasions marks, small patches, etc. full and very usable. Fair Very well used, but complete and usable. They can have flaws such as tears, pen
marks or highlighting, large creases, spots, signs, loose map, etc. Poor Extremely well used and big mistakes that are too much to mention. The item is complete if not indicated. Boxed items are listed as code/code, where the first code represents the box and the second represents the content. If there is only one condition in the list, the box and content are in the same state. A plus sign indicates that an
item is close to the next highest condition. Example, EX + is an item between Excellent and nearby Mint state. The minus sign indicates the opposite. Major defects and/or missing parts shall be recorded separately. Board game counters will be retracted unless indicated. Due to the nature of the loose counters, if a game cannot be played, you can get a refund of the purchase price. In most cases, boxed
toys and box sets do not have a cube. The cardboard back of miniature packages is not classified. If it is too worn, it will be marked with the card worn. Flat trays spi games are not classified and have the usual problems. If it is excessively worn, it will be marked on the tray worn. Residual mark – The remaining mark is usually a small black line or dot written with a felt pen or Sharpie on the top, bottom, side
side edges, and sometimes the UPC symbol on the back of the book. Publishers use these signs when they return the books to them. If you have any questions or comments about classification or anything else, please send us an email contact@nobleknight.com. © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. o afiliados afiliados
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